Importance of cervical muscles in galvanic body sway test.
Retro-auricular galvanic stimulation in Romberg's posture elicits body sway which consists of an initial response (IR) and a deviation response (DR). Generally, anodal stimulation of the right side elicits IR to the left and DR to the right. We measured the deviation response (VDR) in various conditions in normal subjects. There was no significant difference between mean VDR in the standing posture weighted on the left foot (0.49 +/- 0.17 cm) and on the right foot (0.39 +/- 0.20 cm). Stimulation in the squatting posture also elicited IR to the left and DR to the right. Stimulation of the right side produced DR backward and to the right in the condition of the head facing to the right, and forward and to the right in the condition of the head facing to the left. The same body sway response as the after galvanic stimulation was also induced by non-galvanic maneuvers like inclining the head or moving the finger. Anodal stimulation in the sitting posture elicited slight but apparent head inclination to the stimulated side. These results suggest that cervical muscles play an important role in the galvanic body sway test (GBST), viz. IR and DR seemed to be secondarily produced by changes in the muscular tension of the neck.